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Abstract—Simulation of population dynamics is a central
research theme in computational biology, which contributes to
understanding the interactions between predators and preys.
Conventional mathematical tools of this theme, however, are
incapable of accounting for several important attributes of
such systems, such as the intelligent and adaptive behavior
exhibited by individual agents. This unrealistic setting is often
insufficient to simulate properties of population dynamics found
in the real-world. In this work, we leverage multi-agent deep
reinforcement learning, and we propose a new model of large-
scale predator-prey ecosystems. Using different variants of our
proposed environment, we show that multi-agent simulations
can exhibit key real-world dynamical properties. To obtain this
behavior, we firstly define a mating mechanism such that existing
agents reproduce new individuals bound by the conditions
of the environment. Furthermore, we incorporate a real-time
evolutionary algorithm and show that reinforcement learning
enhances the evolution of the agents’ physical properties such
as speed, attack and resilience against attacks.

Index Terms—Multi Agent Reinforcement Learning, Predator-
Prey Ecosystem, Simulation of complex systems

I. INTRODUCTION

The mathematical simulation of complex dynamical systems
[29] such as predator-prey ecosystems has been a central
problem in understanding intelligent behavior [7] and global
dynamics in biology. For instance, the widely-studied Lotoka-
Volterra model [14] is known to produce ordered dynamics
of a collection of individual agents in an ecosystem. Such
abstract models, typically do not take into account changes in
individual behavior and, thus, they are not able to scale well, or
to account for animal groups that adapt to new environmental
conditions, such as a new terrain. In real ecosystems, there
is a continuous competition between the ability of predators
to adapt to the new techniques of preys, which try to defend,
flee or hide, and vice versa. However, modeling such complex
behavior has been until recently very challenging and math-
ematical models that aim to represent real-world dynamical
systems are often over-simplified. In order to understand
such complex systems, we need more sophisticated and well-
designed simulations where agents employ cognitive abilities.
In this work, we present a realistic predator-prey simulation,
where agents are trained by reinforcement learning (RL) [25]
and evolved over multiple generations, resulting in a more
biologically approximation of such environments.

Leveraging the power of deep learning, RL has shown
outstanding results in various domains, such as Atari video
games [16], the board game Go [24], robotics [17], [26], and
modeling behavior of biological agents [5]. In an attempt to
exploit this success in real-world applications, where multiple
sources of decision-making are often present, researchers
have recently focused on multi-agent reinforcement learning
(MARL) systems [18]. Such systems are typically applied in
environments where different types of agents compete with
each other simulating, for instance, a predator-prey ecosys-
tem [2], [4], [27]. However, due to current computational
constraints, the number of agents considered in existing re-
search tends to be very limited, seldom exceeding a population
of 10 individuals. Hence, most existing systems are unable
to capture important dynamical properties observed in real-
world populations, a crucial issue that recent work attempts to
overcome [33], [34]. Here, we continue this effort, and we use
a population of agents on the order of more than 1000 that
either compete or co-operate to survive through generations.

In this work, we design the first model where both predator
and prey can exhibit unique intelligent behavior using RL
in a realistic environment. Specifically, we incorporate an
evolutionary strategy [3] to optimize a number of agent
properties over generations and observe how this process is
enhanced by the existence of within-lifespan learning. We
also integrate a mating mechanism where agents reproduce
a new agent under specific conditions within the environment.
Finally, we empirically assess the biological realism of the
resulting system and we find that key dynamical properties of
real predator-prey systems can be replicated.

II. RELATED WORK

A. RL in Predator-prey Ecosystems

In spite of the recent attention to RL and the clear potential
of applying state-of-the-art methods to model animal behavior,
the literature so far contains only several studies that employ
RL agents to model predator-prey interactions [19], [23], [28],
[31], [33].

Yang et al. [33] conducted the first large-scale deep MARL
research considering many agents to investigate population
dynamics of predator-prey simulated ecosystems. In their
work, they showed that the population dynamics of agents
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exhibit cyclic dynamics similar to the Lotka-Volterra model
[14], if an RL algorithm controls only predators. Since their
preys follow random policy, this oversimplified setting is
incapable of modeling fundamental properties of realistic
population dynamics. Moreover, their proposed model fails to
capture partial observability of the environment because of
lack of recurrent neural networks in their proposed model. As
underlying dynamics of their environment is a POMDP, deep
Q-learning used in their work is insufficient to train agents
successfully. Therefore, in our work, we extend deep recurrent
Q-learning [9] to MARL and train both types of agents to fill
this gap.

B. Population Biology

Self-organization is a well-studied process in the field of
population biology [1]. It concerns the emergence of globally
ordered population dynamics in space and time, realized from
collective interactions between agents without any external in-
tervention. In environments where predators and preys interact
with each other, the most widely-studied model that captures
population dynamics is the one proposed by Lotka and Volterra
in [14].

This model explains that the population sizes of predators
and preys in real environments have a tendency to oscillate
with an approximately 90 degree lag in the phase space. The
rate by which these two populations change over time is
governed by a non-linear differential equation called Lotoka-
Volterra equation [14]:

Although the equation is able to capture some important
population properties, it is based on a number of extreme
simplifications of the real world, such as a continuous food
supply, genetic stability and limitless appetite, which make
them inadequate to account for more complicated dynamical
phenomena, such as the existence of quasi-cycles [7].

Quasi-cycles refer to stochastic oscillatory fluctuations in
population size, whose amplitude has the tendency to expand
over time due to the existence of a resonance effect. This
behavior is expected to be observed whenever a continuous
system shows a stable focus. Pineda-Krch et al. [20] indicated
existence of quasi-cycles in a stochastic birth-death process in
a predator-prey model. This study also suggested applying the
auto-correlation function to distinguish between noisy nodes,
quasi-cycles, and noisy limit cycles. If a given population
exhibits quasi-cycles, a weak oscillation is presented after
applying the auto-correlation function, as opposed to other
types of dynamics exhibiting strong oscillations.

Learning in predators and preys has been studied from var-
ious perspectives, such as [12], [13]. The interaction between
these two types of animals is considered as sequential events
such that preys attempt to escape from predators when they
encounter each other, while predators try to capture the former.
As a result of the event, the preys face the increasing of
predation risk [6]. Activity of predators is different depending
on space and time. This leads preys to require a balance
between foraging and reproduction with the risk of predation.
That is, preys that show less avoidance response against

predators have less mortality than the ones with sensitive
avoidance response. Therefore, the preys which have sensitive
response against predators are likely to survive longer [10].

III. METHODS

A. Predator-Prey Environment

Hunt scope

Prey

Predator

Fig. 1. Environment of a predator-prey ecosystem for experiments (Left). A
partial environment with predation square of predators (Right). A red square
and a blue square represent a prey and a predator respectively. Black squares
are walls. Each predator has predation square where the predator can capture
the prey within the square.

In this work, we propose a new large-scale predator-prey
environment for MARL illustrated in Figure 1. As opposed to
the previous work [33], we can train both predators and preys
by RL in this environment. The environment is unbounded,
that is, if an agent moves towards outside of a grid world on
an edge of the environment, then it appears at a cell on the
other side of edge of the grid, since real-world environments
are generally not closed.

Each predator has a health value and consumes a constant
value of health for each movement. It gains a constant value
of health when capturing a prey. However, if the health value
becomes zero, the predator dies due to hunger. On the other
hand, we assume infinite appetite for preys similar to the
previous work [33]. In other words, they do not decrease
their health for each movement, and they die only because
of the predation. An action space in this environment is
A = {righ, left, forward, backward}.

Each agent does not perceive the full state of an envi-
ronment, as Gomez and Mikkulainen [8] described that a
partial observation is common in a predator-prey environment.
Therefore, this task is formalized as a POMDP. This represents
a special form of non-Markov problem in which the state
representation does not have the Markov property, but the
underlying dynamics can be considered as MDPs. In this
environment, each agent receives the same size of square
visual observation.

Due to the POMDP, each agent receives different observa-
tions, depending on its current location in the environment.
Objects such as predator, prey, wall and empty cell on a grid
world are represented as raw RGB pixels. In addition to a raw



visual observation, agents receive other information such as
health value. The number of input dimensions is contingent
on the type of experiments. However, the first three channels
are always occupied by RGB pixel values of objects in a
perception scope of agents for all the experiments.

For each timestep, a location of each agent is updated simul-
taneously. After all agents move to new positions, predators
check whether there are any preys in 5×5 grid cell of predation
scope to hunt the preys. The predators are located at the center
of the predation square. If there are any preys in the area, the
closest prey from the predator is killed. The predator cannot
kill more than one prey at the same timestep. In what follows,
we introduce three types of environments we developed for
the experiments.

1) Environment 1: In this environment, both new predators
and preys are generated according to a constant ratio, against
the total number of either type of agents for each timestep,
such that

Nnew agent
t = min(1, N

predator(prey)
t × ppredator(prey)) (1)

where Nnew agent
t is the number of new agents ,

N
predator(prey)
t is the number of predators or preys at timestep

t in the environment and ppredator(prey) is the constant ratio
to generate new agents. In this environment, it ensures that
at least one new agent is added to the environment. Reward
functions for agents are formulated as follows:

rewardpredator =

{
1, if a predator captures a prey
0, otherwise

(2)

rewardprey =

{
−1, if a prey is captured by a predator
0, otherwise

(3)
In this environment, preys only learn how to avoid preda-

tion, and predators acquire a hunting skill. Initial health of the
predators are randomly sampled from uniform distribution on
[0.5, 1]. Initial position of agents are randomly chosen from
available grid coordinates.

An observation of each agent i consists of 4 channels oi ∈
Rn×m×4, where n is height and m is width of the observation.
The last channel represents health of agents, which is crucial
information for predators.

2) Environment 2: In this environment, a new agent is
reproduced by process of mating. Two agents mate with a
certain probability, defined as a mating probability, which is
a function of the proximity between agents. An agent needs
to be in a certain area of other agents where those agents are
located at the center of the square mating scope. The scope for
the mating is defined as a constant parameter. Agents cannot
mate with multiple agents at the same timestep. If they succeed
in mating, then they obtain positive rewards. Reward functions
for predators and preys are represented as follows

rewardpredator =


1, if a predator captures a prey
4, if a predator produces a new predator
0, otherwise

(4)

rewardprey =


−1, If a prey is captured by a predator
4, If a prey reproduces a new prey
0, otherwise

(5)
Furthermore, we add one agent for predator and prey for

each timestep in order to prevent the population of agents from
being zero. In this environment, both agents need to consider
balance between mating and their other habits [6] such as
predation and avoidance. In other words, if a prey focuses on
reproduction too much, then its predation risk increases. On
the other hand, if it keeps escaping from hostile agents, then
the prey cannot obtain higher positive reward from the mating.
Therefore, both types of agents need to learn more complex
interaction compared to Environment 1.

A structure of the observation for each agent is the same as
the one in Environment 1. In this experiment, the health status
is more critical because predators need to balance between
predation and mating. If the health of the predator is small,
then the predator needs to focus on the predation more than
mating; otherwise, the predator dies because of hunger.

3) Environment 3: In Environment 3, we incorporate an
evolutionary algorithm into a predator-prey ecosystem to opti-
mize real-value parameters which represent physical abilities
of agents. For each predator, speed and attack are defined as
real-value parameters. On the other hand, preys have parame-
ters of speed and resilience against the attack of predators. In
this environment, we do not consider a mating mechanism
used in Environment 2. If a predator attacks a prey, then
a resilience value decreases with its value of the attack. If
the resilience becomes zero, then the prey dies. Moreover,
if the prey is killed by several predators at the same time,
then reward is shared among the several predators. Reward
functions are the same as Environment 1.

Similar to Environment 1, the number of new agents is
determined according to Equation 1. However, when new
agents are generated, a pair of two agents are randomly
chosen as parents from all the individuals, and parameters
of the two agents are recombined for the new agent, which
corresponds to selection and crossover [22] in an evolutionary
algorithm. Since parameters are defined as real values, we
use an evolution strategy for the recombination of parameters.
Assuming that we have two agents A and B which have
a parameter of pA and pB respectively. Then, a parameter
of a new agent C is defined as pC = rpA + (1 − r)pB ,
where r is a ratio sampled from the uniform distribution
on [0, 1]. We consider that a fitness function for agents is
how long they have survived. This assumption is inspired by
the fact that the agents should survive longer if they have
better physical properties, and they have more chances for
reproduction. Therefore, better set of parameters are more
likely to be chosen in long term perspective through evolution
of agents. During recombination of parameters, a random value
sampled from normal distribution with mean of 0 and variance
of 1 is added to the recombined value with a certain probability
for mutation. This produces versatile sets of parameters for
agents.



An observation of each agent i is composed of 7 channels
oi ∈ Rn×m×7. The 4th channel represents health status of
agents. The other 3 channels correspond to attack, resilience
and speed respectively. In order to kill a prey efficiently, a
predator needs to find a prey with a small resilience value.
Moreover, the prey has to avoid predators with a high attack
value; otherwise, the prey is killed by the predator instantly.

B. RL algorithm

In this work, to resolve an issue of a POMDP in a predator-
prey environment, we extend deep recurrent Q-network [9] to
a MARL domain to train many agents. Deep Q-learning used
in the previous work [33] is unsuitable since it cannot store
previous contexts of behavior. In addition to this, we assign
random values sampled from normal distribution represented
as ID to each agent. This random variable is used as an input
for our model to induce diverse behavior.

As opposed to the prior work [33] using linear layers in
their proposed model, we use convolutional neural networks
[11] to capture spatial information for predation, avoidance. 2
is architecture of our proposed model.

ID of agents sampled from normal distribution is embedded
by a linear layer. Then, the features derived from the LSTM
layer are concatenated with the embedded vector of ID, which
results in distinguishing each agent implicitly and encourage
diverse behavior. We utilize dueling neural network architec-
ture [32] for better policy evaluation. Furthermore, we apply
double Q-learning [30] to stabilize training by reducing high
bias caused by an overestimation of Q-learning.

Fig. 2. Architecture of our proposed model. This model is based on Deep
Recurrent Q-learning with Dueling neural networks.

State-action value for each agent i ∈ {1, 2, . . . N} is
updated in the following

Qπ(sit, a
i
t)← Qπ(sit, a

i
t)+

α[rit + γQπ(sit+1, argmax
a∈A

Qπ(sit+1, a))−Qπ(sit, ait)]

(6)

where α is a step size and A is the action space.

In order to train our proposed model, we need to run a
simulation for several fixed timesteps to accumulate experi-
ence and update recurrent neural networks. However, in our
environment, if an agent dies during the fixed timesteps, then
we cannot apply the back-propagation because the agent does
not exist in the environment when we update the parameters of
neural networks. To circumvent this, we duplicate the environ-
ment as a virtual environment and run the simulation for the
fixed timesteps on the copied environment. In the virtual envi-
ronment, agents are not removed from the environment even
though agents die. Although those agents are not eliminated
from the environment at that moment, they receive negative
rewards. After the fixed timesteps, we update the parameters
by back-propagation and discard the virtual environment. We
continue this process during training. In our experiment, we
need to initialize hidden states and cell states for LSTM when a
virtual environment is initialized. In the original environment,
hidden states and cell states are initialized only when new
agents are generated, then the hidden states and cell states
are updated and stored until those agents die. If the agents
are eliminated from the environment, those states and ID are
discarded from memory. During training, we use ε-greedy
policy as behavior policy.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiments, we initialize an environment of size
600 × 600. Initial population of each type of agents is 1000
for training. Square scope for predation is 5× 5.

A. Verification of agents’ intelligence

In a large-scale MARL, analysis of whether agents are
effectively trained or not is challenging due to the large
number of the agents and interactions in an environment. For
the same reason, visualizing the interaction between agents
are not sufficient to verify it. Therefore, we analyze learning
ability by observing how the population change over time
among three types of agents: agents with random policy,
trained agents with fixed parameters of neural networks, and
trained agents with continual learning. Ideally, smarter agents
survive and dominate other types of those in an environment.
For example, a prey with random policy does not have any
cognitive ability to protect itself from attack of hostile agents,
leading to extinction. Furthermore, those agents are less likely
to reproduce new agents due to the same reason. Figure 3
represents the proportion of three types of agents in predators
and preys in Environment 2 using a mating mechanism.
The initial number of agents is 1000 for each type. In this
experiment, if parents of a new agent do not have the same
policy type, for example, one agent has trained policy and the
other one is controlled by random policy, then a policy type
of the new agent is either trained policy or random policy
with the probability of 0.5. If policy types of parents are the
same, then the new agent also has the same policy type of
the parents. According to Figure 3, preys following random
policy are exterminated. At later timesteps, all of the trained
preys with fixed parameters are eliminated, then the one with



continual learning dominates all of the other preys. Thus, this
implies that we can expect improvement in policy of preys.
Also, as the preys with a random policy are eliminated soon,
we can assume that the policy is successfully trained to escape
from predators and reproduce new agents. On the other hand,
although predators with random policy are eliminated soon
as well, the population of the other two types of predators
remains mostly equal. This implies that the policy of the
“training” predators has converged.
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Fig. 3. Proportion of the population among three types of agents: agents
with random policy, fixed pre-trained weights, and continual learning based
on pre-trained weights for preys (Top) and predators (Bottom).

B. Evolution facilitated by RL

We first show the result of an experiment in Environment
3, where an evolutionary algorithm is incorporated into a
predator-prey ecosystem to observe agents’ physical evolution.
The result of this experiment indicates that the average values
of parameters of attack and resilience are competitively im-
proved and enhanced by RL. In this experiment, increasing
rates for predators and preys ppredator(prey) in Equation 1
are 0.003 and 0.006 respectively. Figure 4 and 5 illustrate
the transition of the average value of each parameter over the
population of agents with RL and random policy respectively.
According to Figure 4, the average value of attack of predators
and resilience of preys keep being improved competitively.
After 200000 timesteps, the average attack and resilience
achieve around 5 and 5.5 respectively to hunt preys or protect
themselves from enemies in RL. On the other hand, Figure
5 shows that the average values of both attack and resilience
of agents with random policy take around 3.5 over the same
timesteps as policy trained by RL. Moreover, even though
those parameters get competitively and gradually improved
by random policy, the rate of improvement is slower than
the transition with RL. Therefore, these results indicate that
behaviors determined by RL enhance genetic evolution of

agents. As this assumption is caused by frequent interaction
between predators and preys, we could also infer that RL
works well in this environment.

Timesteps (x10000)

Fig. 4. Transition of averaged values of parameters defined in each agent
with RL policy during test time

Timesteps (x10000)

Fig. 5. Transition of averaged values of parameters defined in each agent
with random policy during test time.

C. Robust Lotka-Volterra dynamics

The result of this experiment shows that population dy-
namics in Environment 1 indicates stable cyclic coexistence
dynamics similar to Lotka-Volterra model and stable equilib-
rium coexistence dynamics. In this experiment, we use the
same parameters for increasing rate of reproduction for both
types of agents as the experiment in Environment 3. Figure
6 shows the population dynamics of agents with random
policy. According to Figure 6, the interaction of agents without
intelligence even show unstable cyclic dynamics. However,
the cyclic dynamics is disordered as the population does not
achieve peaks for fixed timesteps, and the population of those
peaks is unsteady. Moreover, the number of preys is often close
to zero for a long time before it increases. This assumption is
interpreted as a result of population density. In other words, if
the environment is mostly filled with preys, then predators can
kill the preys easily without any intelligence due to the high
density of the preys. Likewise, when the population density
of the preys is low, the predators cannot survive because there



are not enough preys to maintain their health, which causes an
increase in the population of the preys. As a result of these,
this demonstrates cyclic dynamics to some extent, however,
the population dynamics is still inordinate.

On the other hand, Figure 7 represents the population
dynamics of agents trained by our proposed model. Therefore,
preys try to reduce the predation risk, and predators attempt to
kill the preys. According to Figure 7, these decision-makings
lead to stable cyclic dynamics even before the population den-
sity becomes high unlike agents with random policy. The peaks
of the population of the predators and preys are 1200 and 800
respectively, which are much smaller than the peaks in Figure
6. Thus, by comparing this with the population dynamics in
Figure 6, we can state that the stable cyclic dynamics is not
caused by the high density of the predators or preys if we train
agents by RL. Figure 8 represents the relationship between the
population of the predators and preys over time. In Figure 8,
one circle represents one cycle of the population dynamics in
Figure 7. As circles are nearly overlapped, the oscillation in
Figure 7 is stable. As a result of this experiment, we could
demonstrate that the interaction between trained predators
and preys also shows the stable cyclic dynamics similar to
Lotka-Volterra model, in comparison to the previous work [33]
showing this assumption by training only the predators.

Fig. 6. Population dynamics of agents with random policy in Environment
1.

Fig. 7. Population dynamics of agents with RL policy in during test time
Environment 1.

Moreover, by using different trained weights, the population
dynamics demonstrates stable coexistence dynamics shown

Fig. 8. Relationship between the population of predators and preys in Figure
7. As the population dynamics shows the stable cyclic coexistence dynamics
similar to the Lotka-Volterra model, each circle is mostly overlapped.

in Figure 9. According to Figure 9, during the first 10000
timesteps, it shows the stable cyclic dynamics. However, after
then, the population dynamics becomes stable, which indicates
the stable equilibrium coexistence, mentioned in [4] and well
mathematically analyzed in [21]. This is one of the types
of population dynamics for coexistence, when both predator
and prey evolve for learning behavior. Since we trained both
predators and preys, we think of this assumption as a result
of balanced birth-death process. Since MARL is hardly able
to find the global optima of policy, we cannot state which
trained weight of deep neural networks is better than others.
However, throughout these results, we can claim that the
population dynamics of learned predator and prey shows
cyclic dynamics similar to the Lotka-Volterra model or stable
coexistence dynamics, which is also verified by a theory of
biology [4]. Also, those results imply that prey successfully
learns to escape from predator and predator learn to attack
prey.

Fig. 9. Stable coexistence dynamics during test time in Environment 1.
The trained weight is different from the one used in Figure 7. After 10000
timesteps, the population dynamics becomes stable and does not show the
cyclic dynamics similar to the Lotka-Volterra Model.

D. Stochastic birth-death dynamics

This experiment demonstrates that the population dynamics
of trained agents in Environment 2 is similar to quasi-cycles



[7] which is the assumption of a predator-prey ecosystem
conditioned on stochastic birth-death process. On the other
hand, the population dynamics of agents with random policy
does not show any cyclic dynamics. In this experiment,
mating probabilities for predator and prey are 0.003 and 0.006
respectively, and mating square scope is 15× 15 grid cell for
both types of agents.

Figure 10 is the population dynamics of agents with random
policy in Environment 2. Since they do not know how to
mate with other agents, the population of preys, which has
higher mating probability, rapidly increases due to higher
density of the population and the higher mating probability.
On the contrary, mating for predators rarely happens when
the population of the predator once become small due to small
population density, which leads that the predators rarely get
close to each other. As a result of this, the population dynamics
of the agents taking random action does not show any cyclic
oscillation.

On the other hand, Figure 11 shows the population dynamics
of agents trained with RL. Compared to Figure 10, Figure
11 shows cyclic dynamics, as the peaks of the population of
predators and preys are interchanged. Therefore, this result
implies that the interaction between intelligent agents shows
the cyclic dynamics similar to the Lotka-Volterra equation
in a more complex environment such that a mating mecha-
nism is incorporated. Furthermore, Figure 12 illustrates the
relationship between the population of the predator and the
prey over time. Compared to Figure 8, Figure 12 demonstrates
that the circles become smaller as time goes by. To analyze
this in detail, we consider analysis of quasi-cycles caused by
stochastic birth-death process in the following.

Fig. 10. Population Dynamics of random agents in Environment 2. The
population dynamics is inordinate since the population of prey keep increasing
and does show any stable dynamics.

In Environment 2, since a new agent is generated by a
mating function and agents die as a consequence of decision-
making by RL, birth-death process is considered to be stochas-
tic. In such a case, [15] described that the two populations
sizes would follow quasi-cycles. We can distinguish whether
the population dynamics exhibit this stochastic pattern or
not by applying autocorrelation function. Figure 13.A shows
the result after the autocorrelation function is applied to the
population dynamics in Figure 11. The small oscillation in

Fig. 11. Population Dynamics with the RL during test time in Environment
2. The population dynamics show the cyclic dynamics different from the
dynamics of agents with a random policy.

Fig. 12. Relationship of the population between predators and preys during
test time in Environment 2. The circles get smaller over time.

Figure 13.A indicates that the population dynamics is similar
to the quasi-cycles. On the other hand, Figure 13.B illustrates
the result after the autocorrelation function is applied to the
result in Environment 1. This autocorrelation is more similar
to the behaviour of a stable limit cycle. Therefore, we can state
that the stochastic birth-death process derived from intelligent
agents trained by RL exhibit quasi-cycles, as it is shown in
biological studies. Furthermore, Figure 12 indicates a stable
focus because the attractor gets towards a certain stable point.
That is, the circles which represent the relationship of the
population between predators and preys gets smaller as time
goes by. This assumption also verifies the quasi-cycles in the
population dynamics in Environment 2.

V. DISCUSSION

In this work, we model key population dynamics nor-
mally found in ecosystems using our proposed multi-agent
environment. Additionally, we show that evolution of the
physical properties used to describe simulated agents in our
environment can be enhanced by RL.

By using or extending our environments, we would compare
the population dynamics of agents trained by RL with the
ones in theoretical biology. All in all, our proposed model
can facilitate future research allowing complex simulations
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Fig. 13. (A) Autocorrelation applied for population dynamics in Environment
2. (B) The same for Environment 1.

of large-scale predator-prey ecosystems and thus providing
unique insights into current questions in biology.
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APPENDIX

A. Hyperparameters

Experiment 1 Experiment 2 Experiment 3
Environment size (grid cells) 600× 600 600× 600 600× 600
discount rate 0.99 0.99 0.99
initial population (predator) for training 1000 1000 1000
initial population (prey) for training 1000 1000 1000
maximum capacity of population for training 10000 10000 10000
increasing ratio (predator) 3 · 10−3 3 · 10−3 3 · 10−3

increasing ratio (prey) 6 · 10−3 6 · 10−3 6 · 10−3

predation scope (grid cells) 5× 5 5× 5 5× 5
mating scope (grid cells) 15× 15
mutation probability 1 · 10−3

optimizer RMSProp RMSProp RMSProp
learning rate 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4 1 · 10−4

B. Training algorithm

Algorithm 1: Training process in our experiments
Initialize agent’s Q-network πi, agent’s identity vi
Randomly initialize the environment s ∼ p(S)
for time step=1,2,. . . do

Initialize hidden states and cell states for LSTM for each agent
copy environment: s′

for time window u = 1, 2, . . . do
for agent i = 1, 2, . . . do

receive the local observation features O(i)
sample the identity embedding I(i) from normal distribution
Take action ait+u ∼ πiθ(a|s′t+u) where πiθ(a|s′t+u) = ε-greedy(Q(s

′i
t+u, a

i
t+u))

Update copied environment given action at+u
end
if u is the last time step in the time window then

while |B| ≥ batch size do
Sample a mini batch from B
Update the parameters of deep neural networks w.r.t. the loss:
δ = (rit+u + γmaxa′ Q(sit+u+1, a

′)−Q(s
′i
t+u, a

i
t+u))

2

end
end

end
Clear experience replay buffer B
for agent i=1, 2, . . . do

Take action ait ∼ πiθ(a|st) where πiθ(a|st) = ε-greedy(Q(sit, a
i
t))

Update the original environment given action ait
end
Decrease the health of predators
Assign positive reward to predators who captures prey
Assign negative reward to preys killed by predator
Increase the health of predators if they kill prey
Remove dead agents from the environment
Add new predators and preys to the environments

end
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